
Super Galaxy League



Super Galaxy League Rules:



 The League will start on January 31, 2022 and will end on March 01, 2022
 The competition is divided into 6 divisions, corresponding to the different levels 

of NFT quality available at TryHards. 
 The 50 highest-level Fanatics or Weapons in each quality will be rewarded with a 

variety of prizes, with higher qualifiers earning higher rewards. 
 Only the highest-level Fanatic/Weapon of a specific quality owned by a player 

will be considered for rewards in a specific division.
 Example: a player owning the 2nd and 7th qualified NFTs in a specific division 

will only receive rewards for the 2nd qualifier in that same division.
 Players can participate in several divisions at the same time.
 In case of a tie in the level of Fanatics, the Fanatic with the higher Universe Power 

(UP) will qualify higher




Super Galaxy League



Calling all TryHards!



We have come a long way since the beginning of our project, and we owe all of our 
progress to our beautiful community. After our dApp launch last November, we 
stand a mere couple of months away from our final game release: the Arena is 
almost ready for its grand opening. As much as we would love to rush onto the 
battlefield with the rest of our TryHards brethren, there are still some milestones to 
be hit before we can all enjoy the final TryHards experience. Despite the anticipation 
this produces in all of us, the wait will be far from dull. On January 31, 2022, the 
ultimate TryHards contest, the Super Galaxy League, will be inaugurated, and it 
comes with prizes aplenty.


What is the Super Galaxy League?



The Super Galaxy League aims at determining the strongest warriors on Planet X 
before the Arena’s grand opening, according to their level. The League is divided 
into 6 divisions, corresponding to the 6 existing levels of NFT quality: Normal, 
Refined, Elite, Unique, Super,and Legendary. 

Level up your Fanatics or Weapons, climb up the standings, and get your hands on 
some handsome prizes!
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How to Participate?



Get a Fanatic



To participate in the Super Galaxy League, it is essential that you get your hands on 
a Fanatic or Weapon NFT. To do that, visit the NFT Smuggler page on the TryHards 
dApp and purchase a Fanatic Lootbox. In order to open it, you will need a Key, which 
you can obtain for free at the top of the  muggler page. Once you have your key, you 
can smuggle and open your Fanatic Lootbox and get started in the TryHards 
Metaverse.



Get Crystals



In order to level up your Fanatic NFTs and climb up the leaderboards, you will need 
to use Crystals, the most precious resource on Planet X.

There are three ways to earn Crystals: 



 By opening Lootboxes, purchasable at the NFT Smuggler section
 By providing Liquidity
 Purchasing from other players in the Plaza.
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